
 

KeyMacro is an advanced keyboard macro recorder that has the ability to execute macros from any Windows program using
your keyboard or mouse. It allows you to capture the commands that you use most often and store them for later use. KeyMacro
supports a variety of platforms, including: Windows, Linux, Mac, and Solaris. It allows for the capture of: windows text
commands, Apple events, Google chrome shortcuts, text macros, and even games. You can record up to 25 text commands, 30
keystrokes, or 15 game keystrokes at one time. Once the program starts recording, you can control what will be captured, when
it will be captured, where it will be stored, and what the name will be for the macro. The macro name can be changed whenever
you want. KeyMacro's extensive and configurable features, include: - Supports programs using different windowing systems -
Ability to capture text commands, Apple events, Google chrome shortcuts, and text macros - Ability to capture games - Ability
to generate a macro (.txt) file - Ability to store macros in the folder of your choice - Ability to specify file extension for
recorded macros - Ability to edit macros in the.txt file - Supports different keyboard layouts - Ability to edit the captured
macros directly using the.txt file - Ability to generate a customized set of keyboard shortcuts using KeyMacro's built-in macro
editor - Ability to create multi-line macros - Ability to navigate through macros using the up/down/left/right keys - Ability to
view the stored macros - Ability to print the macros (with the ability to print the source text) - Ability to capture games and play
them later - Ability to generate.avi and.mov files using the recorded macros - Ability to record sound using the built-in
microphone - Ability to select the module that will be used as the starting point - Ability to store recorded macros - Ability to
specify the folder that macros will be stored - Ability to remove the last macro (by pressing the DEL key) - Ability to go back to
the last menu (by pressing the ESC key) - Ability to run macros from any part of the program - Ability to toggle the capture
process on and off - Ability to create a macro for any key combination, and then assign it to any hotkey - Ability to view the
captured keyboard or game keys - Ability to view the captured game keys 70238732e0 Quick Heal Mobile Security Product
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Main Features: Add signature support for additional applications, virus engines, and malware scanners. Auto-uninstall
applications that are not used anymore. Displays a list of removed applications and their settings. Scan and analyze the currently
installed applications. Create a log file for all actions taken. Scan and analyze system files for viruses, trojans, and malware.
Take action in case a file was detected as infected. Scan for out-dated virus engines and malware scanners. Locate and remove
viruses and malware automatically. Take action in case malicious software was found. A unique identifier for every application.
Scan and analyze all system files for viruses, trojans, and malware. Take action in case a file was detected as infected. Create a
log file for all actions taken. Scan and analyze Windows Registry for all keys and values. Take action in case a value was
detected as infected. Create a log file for all actions taken. Search for all available viruses in the Windows operating system.
Take action in case a virus was found. Search for all existing anti-malware scanners. Take action in case a virus engine was
detected as infected. Discover and scan suspicious files. Treat any malware that was found on your system. Run all actions on a
file as an administrator. Scan and analyze all Windows Registry keys. Scan and analyze all registry keys for all antivirus
scanners. Take action in case a value was detected as infected. Scan and analyze all files on your system. Filter out all files that
are not required. Scan and analyze all installed programs. Filter out all programs that are not required. Scan and analyze all non-
system files on your system. Filter out all non-system files that are not required. Scan and analyze the currently installed
applications. Filter out all applications that are not required. Scan and analyze all system files for viruses, trojans, and malware.
Filter out all files that are not required. Scan and analyze all installed programs for viruses, trojans, and malware. Filter out all
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programs that are not required. Scan and analyze all non-system files for viruses, trojans, and malware. Filter out all non-system
files that are not required. Scan and analyze all system files for viruses, trojans, and malware. Filter out all system files that are
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